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LAYERS OF THE ATMOSPHERE
The atmosphere is a mixture of gases that surround Earth and separate it from the rest of the universe. There are five different
layers of the atmosphere.
1.

TROPOSPHERE

It contains the most oxygen and water
vapour. Most of the atmospheric
phenomena that characterise the weather
happen in this layer.

3.

MESOSPHERE

It is the coldest layer. Here
we can see shooting stars.
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2.

STRATOSPHERE

This is where the ozone layer is. It protects
Earth from the Sun´s harmful rays.

THERMOSPHERE

This is where the natural
light display called
aurora borealis happen.
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5.

EXOSPHERE

This layer protects us from objects found
in outer space like meteorites

THE WEATHER
It is mainly characterised by THREE ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA:

Air temperature

It causes hot or cold weather
in a particular place.
-

If the temperature of air is
low, it is cold.

-

When the temperature of
air is high, it is hot.

Wind

Water vapour

It is the movement of air.

It causes precipitation, which
is the water that falls from the
atmosphere.

Depending on its force, it can be

A gale

Precipitation can be
A soft breeze
Snow
Rain

Hail

A hurricane

WEATHER STATIONS
Meteorologists are people
who study the weather

The combination of all this equipment is
called a WEATHER STATIONS

These experts measure atmospheric
phenomena using special devices

1. The WEATHER
VANE turns with
the wind and
shows which
direction the
wind is blowing.

4. The ANEMOMETER moves its
arms and measures wind speed.

2. The RAIN GAUGE measures
the amount of liquid
precipitation that falls.

3. The THERMOMETER measures
air temperature.

WEATHER MAPS
METEOROLOGISTS also make WEATHER FORECASTS. They use data collected by the weather stations and photographs they get
from the meteorological satellites.

SYMBOLS are used in weather maps to present the
information quickly and clearly.

We can see the progress of cloud formations in the
PHOTOGRAPHS taken by meteorological satellites.

THE SEASONS AND THE MOVEMENT OF EARTH
Seasons don´t happen at the same time over the whole planet. They change depending on which hemisphere is tilted
towards the Sun.

1.
-

SUMMER

We have highest
temperatures of
the year.
-

-

4. SPRING
- The temperatures became milder.
- There is less rain as the season
progresses.

3.

The days are
longer.

* The season in
one hemisphere
are opposite to
the seasons in
other.

The air is dry and
there is hardly
any rain.

-

2. AUTUMN
The temperatures go down.
- There is heavier rain.

WINTER

- We have the lowest
temperatures of the year.
-

The days are shorter.
There is more rain and
sometimes hail and snow.

CLIMATE AND CLIMATE ZONES
Climate is the typical weather of a region for a long period of time. It is characterised by TEMPERATURE and PRECIPITATION.
They determines the LANDSCAPE.

The planet is divided into three climate zones. They depend on how the Sun´s rays reach them.

-

1. TEMPERATE CLIMATE ZONES
Temperature: They rise and fall depending on the season but they are not extreme.
Precipitation: Moderate.
Landscape: Woods and forests.
3.

-

2. POLAR CLIMATE ZONES
Temperature: Very low throughout the year.
Precipitation: Scarce and usually falls as snow.
Landscape: Glaciers and tundras.

TROPICAL CLIMATE ZONES

-

Temperature: High all year round.

-

Precipitation: Sometimes scarce and
sometimes heavy.

-

Landscape: Jungle or desert.

THE CLIMATE IN SPAIN
5.

In Spain, there are different climates due to landscape, altitude and the
distance from the sea.

INLAND MEDITERRANEAN CLIMATE

4.

It is the main climate in Spain. Winters are cold and
summers are very hot. There is little rainfall and not
much snow.

MOUNTAIN CLIMATE

In areas of high altitude, there are very
low temperatures in winter and cool
weather in summer. It snows a lot in
winter and it rains frequently in summer.

1.OCEANIC CLIMATE
They have mild temperatures all year
around. There is little difference
between seasons and a lot of rain.
2.

SUBTROPICAL CLIMATE

The Canary Islands are near the
hottest area of the planet. The
temperatures are high
throughout the year. It hardly
rains at all.

3.

COASTAL MEDITERRANEAN CLIMATE
Winters are mild, summers are warn
and there isn´t much rainfall.

